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1. INTRODUCTION 
Two important conjugacy classes of subgroups of solvable groups arc the 
system normalizers introduced by P. Hall [S] and the nilpotent self-nor- 
malizing subgroups discovered by R. Carter [3]. The latter type of subgroups 
are called Carter subgroups. Both these conjugacy classes of subgroups 
may be thought of as analogs of the Cartan subalgebras of Lie algebras and 
for this reason and others the connection bctwcen these two classes has been 
studied. In this direction, Carter [3] has shown that each system normalizer 
is contained in a Carter subgroup and that each Carter subgroup contains 
a system normalizer. Furthermore, he was able to give strong information 
about this containment relation for special classes of groups. Hc showed [4] 
that in solvable A-groups each Carter subgroup contains a unique system 
normalizer and that in solvable groups of nilpotent length at most three there 
is a unique Carter subgroup containing a given system normalizer. Huppert 
[6] has also given a special method of constructing certain system normalizers 
contained in a Carter subgroup. Specifically, hc showed that if C is a Cartel 
Subgroup of a solvable group and .‘S is a Sylobv system reducible into C’ then 
I> 2 X(Y), the normalizer of ,‘i’, is contained in C. These results stimulate 
txo questions. First, does every system normalizer D contained in a C’arter 
subgroup C arise by the construction given 1)~ Huppert ? Second, for a 
gcncral solvable group how man!- sl-stern normalizers are contained in a 
single (‘arter suhgroup and how man! r I’arter subgroups contain a s\;stcm 
normalizer ? These questions and several other problems n-e shall answer by 
proving some general theorems about solvable groups. 
In this paper all groups mcntioncd arc implicitly assumed to be finite. 
The notation and definitions are standard (see [i, 41). 
Tn order to carry out the program outlined above certain new concepts must 
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be introduced. I,et G be a solvable group and let p I,e a prime dividing the 
order / G j of G. Let E hc a p-subgroup of G which normalizes some p-com- 
plement .S of G. Supposc that 11 is a /i’-subgroup of G also normalized by B. 
\\‘C Shall Say llldt I’ i. h ~.~.I~,w/i/,/e if there is a p-complement 7‘ of G \\-hich 
contains il 2nd is a!so noumiilized I)!; I:‘. ‘I’hc study of COnciitiolis on G, I< or Il 
which guarantee the ertcn,!ibility of I/ \vill be sho\vrl to Ix quite I-elcvant- to 
the prohlcms mentioned abow as \~ell as other problems in the thcorv of 
solvable ~you!:... 
\\‘ith tllis dcfinitio!l 2 .i tlw same noWion the three main theorems of tlris 
paper are as fo’olloc~?: 
THEOREM :I. If G hns p-length one their II Is e.ytendible. 
~‘HEOREM c’. There exist solzlable groups G with subgroups E: and H as above 
such thnt FI is not extendible. 
The first two theorems show that restrictions on the structure of G or on the 
action of 1: on H will guarantee the extendibility of II. The third result proves 
that such hypotheses are necessary. However, these theorems raise some 
questions which xve cannot answer. Let E be a p-subgroup of a solvable 
group G and suppose that I!‘ norm&es some jn-complement of G. The most 
general problem is the determination of the p’-subgroups of G which are 
maximal subject to being normalized by I:‘. The first theorem states that these 
are all p-complements of G if G has p-length one. The general situation is not 
clear to us at all. 
\T:e shall now describe the theorems which WC are able to derive from the 
above results. In a previous paper [I] we show4 that there is a solvable 
group G with a subgroup H and a system normalizer I) contained in H such 
that 1) normalizes no system of H. Our example was a group of p-length one 
for all primes p. However, Theorem A enables us to prove for groups of 
p-length one for all p that any system of H which D should normalize arises 
in a natura! wav. 
THEOREX I. Let G be a solvable group of p-length one for all primes p. 
Let D be a system nownalizcr of G and H be a subgroup of G. Jf D is contained 
in Hand normalizes the system .T of H then there is a system .Y of G normalized 
by D with Y reducing into 7. 
We have been unable to remove the hypothesis on p-length and we strongly 
suspect that the result is false without such a restriction. However, there may 
always be such an .Y reducing into some system of H. not necessarily .F. 
\Ve now turn to the main applications, a study of the containment relations 
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between system normalizers and Carter subgroups. These results arc conse- 
quences of Theorem B. 
THEOREM 2. If  D and II, aye system normalizers of the solz?able group G and 
I) and D, are subgroups ?f the scww Cartw sub<qroup C qf G t/m I) md II, aYe 
conjugate subgroups of (‘. 
Since 1) and D, are system normalizers they are conjugate in G; \VC arc 
asserting that they are even conjugate by an element of C. At this point WC 
pause to point out the relevance of an example in a pre\ious paper [I] to the 
above theorem. TVe there exhibited a solvable group G \vith system normalizer 
D and a homomorphic image of G in wl~ich the image of J\‘(D) \\;a~ properly 
contained in the normalizer of the image of f). \Yere it not for this behavior, 
the above theorem and the consequellccs of it \\hich \vc shall give below 
could bc pro& without the use of tile theorems on eutendibilitv. ‘This 
concept was introduced to avoid the difficulties just mentioned. For csample, 
if we attempt to prove ‘Theorem 2 by induction then n-e may assume that G 
has a minimal normal subgroup :II sucll that D,ll -7~ 1>,111. If  ,A’ - G such that 
I)” D, then s E X(DAU). If  tl le normalizer of 1) \iere homomorphism 
invariant then :V(D),lI = ,V(D,l/) and WC co111d assume that .X E JZ. In this 
case it is possible to show that one can assu~~le s E c‘, ;I ('artcr subgroup 
qivcn to contain D and D, , thus accomplishing a “proof” of Theorem 2. 
The next result answers the question raised in the first paragraph of this 
paper. 
TIIE~RERI 3. Let D be a Aystem tloumalizer nml C be n f  ‘artey .~14I~~yro11p of 
the solz’able group G. If D is a subgroup of C‘ then 
1. the number of Carter subgroups rovfaining D is equal to the index 
1 S(D) : X,(D) /, 
2. the number of system normalizers contnined i?/ C is equal to the ixde.v 
) C : Xc(D) 1 and 
3. the number sf systems normalized by D and reducing into C is equal to the 
inde.Y , -V&D) : D 1. 
In particular, notice that the third part not only shows that D arises by 
Huppert’s construction but gives the exact number of ways this can happen. 
In the case of solvable A-groups we now have Carter’s result: 
THEOREM 4. lf G is a soleable =I-group then each Carter subgroup of G 
contains n unique system normalizer. 
In fact, such a Carter subgroup will be a nilpotent A-group and so abelian. 
Therefore, each of its subgroups is normal so Theorem 2 gives this result 
immediately. For solvable groups of nilpotent length at most three we shall 
also give a short proof of Carter’s theorem: 
THEOREM 6. If .V is a system of tlze solvable group G then there is o unique 
Carter subgroup into which .‘f is reducible. 
A final theorem in this direction is 
THEOREM 7. !f D is the 7lornzalizer of the sysfem .v’ the?1 reduces &to X(D). 
In another direction we shall give t\vo results pertaining to the covering and 
avoidance properties of system normalizers. 
'~'HEOREM 8. Let PI , pz , ..‘, p,, be the distinct primes dividing tlze ordeer i G ! 
of tlze solvable group G. For i =.- I, 2, .‘., II let Di be a Sylow pi-subgroup ?f n 
system nornzalixer. I f  D,D, .. I),, is a gm14p ther4 it is 0 system nomalizer. 
This theorem states that a subgroup which is “locally” :I system normalizer 
is in fact such a subgroup. If  this were not the case such products I)),!), ..’ I),, 
would lx examples of subgroups with the covering and avoiding properties 
which are not system normalizers. ‘l’heorem 8 is in fact a consequence of the 
more gcncrai 
The symmetric group on three letters is an exampie wiCch sho\vs that the 
hypothesis on nonnormality cannot be dropped. Furthermore, the restriction 
011 nilpotent length cannot be removed. C’arter [4] gives an csample of a 
solval)le group of order 2 3 3 5” and nilpotent length four the Carter 
subgroups of \vhich have order 2 ‘$ 5 ‘l’his group possesses a unique con- 
jugacy class of non-normal maximal subgroups of order 2 3 . 5” each ol 
which has Carter subgroups of order 2 5”. Since one hundred does not 
divide forty this example shows the need for the hypothesis on nilpotent 
Icngth. 
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‘I’hc organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. The nest 
section contains proofs of Theorems A and R while the third part is devoted to 
proving Theorems 1 through 10. .I\ fourth section contains the es.amplc 
required for a demonstration of Theorem C and the paper \vill be concludecl 
wit11 21 few remarks and suggestions for ful-thcr xork. 
2. PROOF OF I'IIE EXTENSION 'I‘HEOREM~ 
In order to pro\-e Theorem A we proceed by induction on the group order. 
The notation is as described: E is a p-subgroup of the solvable group G and E 
normalizes the p’-subgroup N and the p-complement S. Suppose that G has 
normal p’-subgroups. Let -14 bc a minimal normal subgroup and a p’-sub- 
group. Thus EJZ/rlcl normalizes the p-complement ‘Y/ill of G;‘M so there is a 
p-complement T/M of G,‘I%I which contains ZI31/3i2 and is normalized by 
B:I~,‘M. Hence, T is the desired p-complement of G. However, if G has no 
normal p’-subgroups then a Sylon- p-subgroup P of G is normal as G has 
p-length one. Thus R is contained in P so R must centralize fl as well as S. 
A p-complement of the centralizer C(E) of B will be a p-complement of G. 
.\ny p-complement ?‘ of C(E) containing II nil1 suffice for the proof. 
I:or the proof of Theorem B me use the same notation and assume I? 
centralizes FI. Therefore, we need only show that S n C(E) is a p-com- 
plcment of C(E). For in that case, II is a subgroup of a p-complement K 
of C(E) so (S n C(E)),’ _ K for .x E C(R) and S” is a p-complement of G 
containing H and normalized by E since .I‘ centralizes 6. 
‘I’hus we require only the 
1 .ERIRIA. Let B he a p-subpoup of a sol-iaBlegrorlp G and suppose I!’ mrndim 
a p-complement S of G. l7m S n C(E) is n p-complement of C(E). 
Proqf: 1,ct !Ii be a minimal normal subgroup of G and suppose that 31 is a 
p’-subgroup. Let C,/M be the ccntralizcr of RM:J1 in G/M. Kow S contains 
,II so by induction S n C, is a p-complement of C 1 Therefore, we need only 
sho\v that a p-complement L of C, , which is normalized by E, contains a 
/1-complement of C(E). I,et K be a p-complement of C(N). Xow C(E)is 
contained in I‘, so 
/ K I ,.; I K n ,I4 i / L : &I ; =_ / C(J5) n M I 1 L : M I. 
Therefore, if we can show that 
;C’(E)nLl -=~C(E)n~VI~,L:.lil~ 
WC will be done in this case. However, to do this it s&ices to show that 
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I, :-m .lI(C(E) n 1,). I:or (C(E) n L) n .II ~-: C’(k) n 111 since I, contains dl so 
then 
C(E) n f, ! ~--: 1 C(B) n I, : C‘(E) n .I1 1 j C’(E) n .\I 
-= , I, : ilf I C(B) n .I2 1. 
However, the p-group R normalizes the p/-group I, and centralizes I,!A1. 
Therefore we need only show that C,(E) covers Z,,‘;‘l1/. But this is well known 
to occur (e.g., see [I]). 
\Ye now suppose that :\I is a p-suhgroup. Again let C,/M be the centralizcl 
of EM/M in G/M so by an application of the induction hypothesis C, n S is 
3 p-complement of C, Therefore, it suffices to show that E centralizes 
C, n .C. However, the commutator group (13, C, n S) is contained in ill since 
E centralizes C,/M and is contained in S since R normal&s S. It is therefore 
the identity subgroup and the lemma and Theorem B are proven. 
3. PROOFS OF ‘I’HEOREMS I-10 
In the proof of each theorem, the notation will be the same as that described 
in the statement of the result, The theorems will be proved in the same order 
as they were presented above, with the exception of Theorem 4 which was 
already proved. 
In order to prove Theorem I we let p he a prime and Ti’ the p-complement 
of .Y‘. It suffices to show that there is a p-complement of G containing Tj’ and 
normalized by D. However, the unique p-complement 1))’ of D normalizes 
Tl’ so I1fl is a subgroup of T’) since T” is a p-complement of If. Therefore, if 
I!, is the Sylow p-subgroup of D, we need only prove that there is a p-com- 
plement of ct containing 7 “’ and normalized by ljp That this is true is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem A. 
The proof of the second theorem requires a longer development. \\re first 
demonstrate the 
LEMMA. If H is an abnormal subgroup of the solvable group G then any 
tz~o systems of G reducing into Hare conjugate by un element of H. 
Proof. Let H = H,, s:c: f f l  < ‘.. < tl,, : G be a maximal chain joining 
Ii and G. The abnormality of H guarantees that each Hi is not a normal 
subgroup of FI,+, (‘onsequently, if Xj, 1 is a system of Ni i.l reducing into 
II, then L);., = X(X’, , ,) is contained in .FI, Let .Y ,F() be a system of 
El, and for i = 1, 2, -.‘, II let 7; be a system of H, reducing into .F, , Thus, 
N(.Y,,) is a subgroup of II and .Y n - is a system of G reducing into H. 
Let Xl, x2 ) ‘.’ , xS he coset representatives of N(.Y,) in H, where 
s = , FI : IV(.S,,) I. Therefore, the s systems .Yz<, i -= 1, “1, S, are s distinct 
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systems of G which reduce into H. Furthermore, by their construction these 
systems are conjugate by elements of H. Thus, if we can show that there are 
exactly s systems of G reducing into H then we are done. 
However, the number of systems of G reducing into His equal to 
where the invariants &(ZZ), r(G) are those described by Carter [4], p. 541. 
The next step in the proof of the theorem is the 
LEMMA. Let D be a system normalizer and C he a Carter subgroup of the 
solcable group G. If  D is a subgroup of C then there is a system of G normalized 
by 11 and reducing iuto C. 
Pvoqf: In order to accomplish the proof we need only show that when p 
is a prime there is a p-complement S of G which is normalized by D and such 
that S n C is a p-complement of C. Holvever, C is a nilpotent group so that 
if Cl’ is the p-complement of C and I)” is the p-complement of D then D” is 
contained in C”. Thus, the lemma is a direct consequence of Theorem B. 
\I:e can now complete the proof of Theorem 2. Let 9’ and Y1 be systems 
of G with normalizers D and D, respectively such that 9 and .Y’, reduce into 
c‘. This can be done by the previous lemma. By the other lemma there is 
y  c C such that .Y-‘g _- :F1 Hence, D, = N(.Y,) := JV(-Y)7’ = D” and the 
theorem is proved. 
We now may go on with the proof of Theorem 3. The second part of this 
theorem follows immediately from the previous theorem. Yext, let C and C”, 
for x E G, contain D. Hence, D and D”-’ are system normalizers of G con- 
tained in C. By Theorem 2 there exists y  E C such that D” = LF’. Hence, 
*m _ D soyx E N(D). Thus C” = 0’” and each Carter subgroup containing 
D is obtained by conjugating C by an element of N(D). The number of such 
subgroups is 1 N(D) : N(D) n iV(C)i. H owever, N(C) = c‘ so this is in fact 
just ; N(D) : iv,-(D)\ as was to be shown. 
As for the last part of the theorem, let .‘F be a system of G normalized by 
D and reducing into C. The systems of G reducing into C are, as we have 
shown above, ,Ys~ where x1, ... , x,~ is a set of coset representatives of D in C. 
But :\:(~‘/‘“I) : = N(Y)“< and this equals D if and only if D”f == D or if and 
only if x‘, E :1:&D). This concludes the proof. 
\t’e now turn to Theorem 5 which shall be proved by induction on the 
group order. Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of G so that DM/M is a 
system normalizer of GjM and a subnormal subgroup of HM/M. Since 
d&Z/M is a Carter subgroup of G/M containing DMjM it follows that 1-1111, 
and therefore II, is a subgroup of CM, by an application of the induction 
hypothesis. 
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Let I) =z fl, --..j II, *:.I -’ c I I/,, ~-- II lx a sul~normal series joining /I 2nd 
I-i. We again proceed by induction and show that each I(, is a subgroup of (J. 
\Ve may assume that fIli is a subgroup of (’ and shall prove that II,, , is also 
based on the knowledge that II,. , is a srrligrolip of ;;Z/C. 
Let c’,, and Cl’ be the Sylo\x p-slrbgroup and p-complement of c’ where p is 
the prime such that M is a /~-subgroup. ‘Uie centralizer I:’ == i,‘,,(C’!,) is 
normalized by C,, since (‘,, normalizes (-I’. ‘I’hus CJ is a p-subgroup of G 
centralizing C *’ and CL is a nilpotcnt subgroup of G containing (,‘. Hence 
CL’ = C and I< 7 C’ f7 .lI. 
I;urthcrmore. ifF if the 1;itting subgroup of G then F centralizes $1. ‘I’he 
group G/F has nilpotent length at most two so that the system normalizers 
of G,F are carter subgroups of G/F [2]. ‘1‘1 IUS, IIF _ CJF and D and C induce 
the same group of automorphisms on :11. 
Suppose that s c- H,, 1 , .Y $ II, and express x = vzc where 777 E ,I1 and 
c E C. \\‘e shall show that PZ t :21 n C which will conclude the proof. In any 
case, if /z E Hi then (12, .vj ; h~l.x %.v F 11; since x normalizes llj ‘l’hus 
(h, ?L) E c’. Rut 
(17, “2.) -= (IL, vzc) --= (12, c)(h, 7ll)l: E C’ 
so (h, 777) E (,‘. Therefore, the coset of C n N in 121 containing WL is left fixed 
by Zfi Since D is contained in II, which is in turn a subgroup of C, it follows 
that Hi and C induce the same group of automorphisms of 111. Therefore, the 
coset of C n Al in AZ containing wz is left fixed by Cl’. I,et &f,;‘C IT ;\I be the 
subgroup ofM/C n M centralized by (‘1’. Iience, the group of automorphisms 
induced by Cl’ on M, in turn induce only the identity automorphism of 
M1,‘C‘ /T 111 and C n M. However, the group of all SIICII automorphisms is a 
p-group and C’rJ is a p’-subgroup of G. ‘l’hus 211, C n :\I and nr E (.’ n M. 
As for Theorem 6, wvc shall count in t\\o vxys the number of pairs (.Y. C) 
where .‘I’ is a system of G, C is a i’arter subgroup of G and 9 reduces into C. 
M’e remark that if Y is reducible into (’ then /I =- :\~(Y) is a subgroup of C,’ 
(see [2], p, 634). Therefore, the number of such pairs is the product of the 
number of system normalizers, the numlxr of Carter subgroups containing a 
fixed qstem normalizer and the nurubcr of systems normalized by D and 
reducing into a fisctt (:arter subgroup containing 11. ‘I’his follows from tile 
conjugacy of system normalizers and from the conjugacy under i\;(D) of the 
carter subgroups containing a system normalizer D. ‘I’his product is 
G : :lylI), X(D) : N,(I)) X,.(D) : n , - G : D 
by Theorem 3. Howe\;er, this must also be cclual, as all systems arc conjugate, 
to the product of the numbers of systems and the number of Carter subgroups 
into which each system is reducible. But the number of systems is j G : II : 
so the theorem is proved. 
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‘I’hcorem 7 is another consequence of ‘Theorem I). The subgroup 1) is 
contained in the hyperccnter of S(D) [S] and therefore normalizes every 
system of X(D). Hence, if ;Vii’ is a p-complement of n-(Z)) then the Sylo~ 
p-subgroup I), of 1) centralizes AY” and the p-complement D” of I) is a 
subgroup of AYiJ. IVe may choose a p-complement 7”’ of G xvhich contains 
:V” and is normalized by I), by Theorem H. Let AI’ be the P-complement of .i/ 
C‘hoose T E d\:(Z)) such that (7”‘)” == S”. Hence, 
is a p-complement of h’(D) and n-c are done. 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 8 ue shall recall a few- relevant 
facts. I f  II, k: and L are subgroups of a group G and L is a normal subgroup of 
K then the projection of 17! into K/L is the subgroup of KjL consisting of those 
cosets of L in K which contain an element of H. \\:ith this definition, the 
product of the orders of the projections of H into the factors in a given chief 
series of G is equal to the order of I! [7]. 
I f  D =: D,D, ..’ D,, is a subgroup then it has the covcring property since 
an!: central chief factor of G is covered by one of the Di . Therefore, the order 
of 1) is at least the product of the orders of the central factors in a chief 
series of G which is equal to the order of the system normalizers of G. On the 
other hand, D has order at most the product of the orders of D, , ...) U, so D 
has order the order of a system normalizer. Consequently, by the remark in 
the previous paragraph, 13 avoids every eccentric chief factor of G. Further- 
more, the term-by-term intersection of a chief series of G with D \vill he a 
central series for D so n is nilpotent and a direct product of its Sylow sub- 
groups I), , --‘, I),, l’hus, granting ‘I’heorem 9, the proof is reduced to just 
another simple application of Theorem R, since each D, is assu~nccl to 
normalize some pi-complement of G. 
In the proof of Theorem 9, as in the above paragraph, we have that N is a 
nilpotent subgroup of G. If  the Sylow p-subgroup II, of H, for a prime p, 
normalizes a p- complement of G then, by Theorem 13, III, normalizes a 
p-complement of G containing the p-complement Zlf’ of 11. Hence, II 
normalizes a p-complement of G. 
‘i’hc last of these ten theorems is a corollary to Theorem 5. Let i-1 be 3 
system normalizer of G contained in A1 and normalizing a system of AI. 
‘l’hus I) is a subgroup of a system normalizer E of Al. But H is a subgroup of a 
C’arter subgroup B of M so that B is a nilpotent subgroup containing I) and 
thlls containing it as a subnormal subgroup. Hence, U is a subgroup of C’, the 
unique Carter subgroup containing D, by Theorem 5. Therefore, C n 121 
contains U and so contains it as a subnormal subgroup. Since B is of course 
self-normalizing in Al we have B := C n M. 
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4. AN EXAMPLE 
In order to construct the group needed for the proof of Theorem C we 
shall first analyze a very special type of situation. A more general analysis 
would be of interest in relation to a determination of conditions sufficient for 
extendibility of subgroups as discussed in the introduction. 
If  A is a group of automorphisms of a group C and H is a subgroup of G 
invariant under all elements of A then A permutes the cosets Hf of II in G. 
If  (Ik)” ~~ -F-rf for all CI E .3 then 1<r is called a fixed coset. In using this 
definition below we shall only be interested in the case where A is a group of 
inner automorphisms. 
Before stating the special result wc shall need WC: shall separately describe 
the assumptions. 
HYPOTHESES I. P and R are p-subgroups and A’ is a p’-subgroup of the 
group G. 
2. P and PK are normal subgroups of G. 
3. B normalizes A’ and intersects PE trivially. 
4. H is a subgroup of K normalized by L’. 
5. C ==: C,(H) and D -= C,(K). 
LEMMA. With the above hypotheses, ;f  there is a coset of C in P fixed by E 
which contains no elements of a coset of D in Pjixed by E then there is a conjugate 
of H normalized by E which is a subgroup of no conjugate of K normalized by E. 
Therefore, since K is ckarly a p-complement of G, we will have proved 
Theorem C once we exhibit a solvable group G satisfying the hypotheses and 
assumptions of the lemma. 
Proof: Let Cx be a coset of c‘ in P fixed by E which contains no element 
of a coset of D in P fixed by E. We shall prove that H” is the desired conjugate 
of I-I. 
As a first step, we shall show that H.r is in fact normalized by E. Indeed, 
if e E Ethcn 
where X” == ye for y  E C since (Cx)fi == C.V. 
Suppose next, that tl” is in fact contained in a conjugate KZ of K which is 
normalized by E. We shall see now that we may assume that z lies in a coset 
of D in I-’ fixed by E. However, K is normal in KE so 
X(K) = KE * N,(K) = KED 
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and we may assume that z E P. Furthermore, k” : (k’“)” for all e E R and 
Any coset of P in PK contains a unique element of KZ; in fact, this is true 
for any p-complement of PK. Rut H,T and Hz are subgroups of Kz and if 
h E II then h” and hZ lie in the same coset of P in PK since .X and z are elements 
of P. Thus, hs -= lz”, H” :=: Hz, Cs == Cz so u” E CX, a contradiction. 
\\‘e now proceed with the construction of the example. Form the \vreath 
product of a quaternion subgroup of order eight and a cyclic group of order 
three. This group has a normal subgroup P m: Q, x Q, x Q, , the direct 
product of three quaternion groups, and a Sylow Ssubgroup L which 
permutes Q1 , Q9 and Qa cyclically. The quaternion group of order eight has a 
group of automorphisms which is isomorphic to the symmetric group on three 
letters. Therefore, PL has a group d of six automorphisms which leave 
invariant each Qi , inducing the automorphisms described, and leave I, 
elementwise fixed. Let G = PLA be the splitting extension of PL by A. I f  
H is a Sylow 3-subgroup of A, E is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A and K == /,II 
then G, T’, Ii, K and E fulfill all the requirements laid down. 
In fact, C == C,(H) = Qi x Qi x Qi is the derived group of P so that C 
is a normal subgroup of G. The centralizer of B in PjC has order eight so that 
there are eight cosets of C in P fixed by E. Furthermore, 11 = C,(K) is of 
order two, a subgroup of C and normal in G. There are at most eight cosets of 
I) in P fixed by E since C,(E) has order eight and R is cyclic; this bound is in 
fact achieved, as may be verified directly. HowcI-er, E leaves fixed two cosets 
of I) in C so that there are at most four cosets of C in P which contain elements 
of cosets of D in P fixed by E. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Several problems suggest themselves almost immediately. First, a survey 
of the p’-subgroups normalized by ap-subgroup E, at least up to a description 
of the p’-subgroups maximal with this property, would be of use in proving 
results like Theorem 1. Second, a study of the embedding of system nor- 
malizers in the subgroups, analogous to the Carter subgroups, discovered by 
Gaschiitz might well lead to more results on extendibility. Another possible 
direction for further investigation might bc the study of Carter subgroups 
of proper subgroups; this seems to be a very difficult problem. A final 
possibility is the study of solvable groups of p-length one for all primes p using 
Theorem 1 and earlier results [I]. It would be an achievement to push the 
theory of such groups to the level reached in the study of -d-groups. 
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